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ABu-BAKR EL-SAYED 
Faculty of Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
The "independence inequality" is introduced, and its motivation and im- 
portance in the field of information theory are explained. One way of stating 
this inequality in words is that the information we get from two experiments 
will be greatest when the two experiments are independent. Different examples 
of probability distributions and communication channels for which the in- 
dependence inequality holds are presented, where we consider different informa- 
tion measures including Shannon entropy, Rfnyi entropies (entropies of order cz), 
the generalized entropies (entropies of degree c~), entropies of order (a, fl), and 
entropies of degree (% 3). It is also shown that Shannon entropy satisfies this 
inequality for all probability distributions, while any of the other measures 
satisfies it only for certain distributions. The relation between the independence 
inequality and some of the known properties (such as the additivity and sub- 
additivity properties) of measures of information is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to introduce the "independence inequality" and give its motivation 
we need first mention some definitions. We shall use the following notations. 
i~ j~.. . ,  /e/ 
{qik} 
oH({pi)} 
~.~H({pi}) 
H~({P~)) 
Finite discrete random variables (of the input and the output 
respectively) 
Positive integers 
(Marginal) probability distributions (of ~: and n, respectively) 
The joint probability distribution (of the two-dimensional 
random variable (~:, ~1)) 
The conditional probability distribution (of ~1 given ~:). 
Shannon information measure (Shannon entropy) 
Real numbers 
Entropy of order c~ (Renyi entropy) 
Entropy of order ~,/3 
Entropy of degree ~ (generalized entropy) 
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H~'B({pl}) 
J({P~}) 
log 
r .  
Entropy of degree a, fi 
Unspecif ied entropy, i.e., a function of the probabi l i ty  distr i-  
but ion {Pi} 
logar i thm to the base 2 
Set of complete n-ary probabi l i ty  distr ibutions, 
i.e., F~ = {(Pl ,P2 , . . . ,P~)I ~2i=lPi = 1, p.. ~ 0, i = 1, 2,..., n; n ---- 2, 3,...} 
DEFINITION 1. The  fol lowing entropies are defined for the set F n of complete 
probabi l i ty  distr ibutions. 
A. Shannon entropy. 
H~(Pl ,..., P,) = -- ~ Pi log Pi , 
i= l  
where, for zero probabil i t ies, we use the definit ion 0 log 0 :=  0. 
B. Entropy of order ~, also called Rdnyi entropy. 
1 i ~Hn(Pl .... ,P~) = 1 __ c~log Pi%cx=/=l,O ~:=Oforall°~. 
i=1 
C. Entropy of order (~, fl). 
1 -~ log ~2~=1Pi ~ 07 0 for all ~.~H~(p~ ,..., p,)  = 3 - -  ~ 8 ,~ :~ 3, :=  7.  
D. Entropy of degree ~: 
Hn~(P l  ,..., Pn)  - -  21_~ __ 1 pi  ~ - -  1 , ~ V ~ 1, 0 ~ := 0 for all ~. 
E. Entropy of degree (~, fi). 
H~.O(p~,..., p~) = 2~_~ _ 21_0 (p~ - -  pie), o~ ¢ fi, 07 :=  0 for all 7- 
i= l  
(Note :  ~,1H ~- ~H and H ~'1 = H~.) 
DEFINITION 2. Let  the discrete constant channel with the space X = {x 1 ..... x~} 
of input symbols and the space Y = {Yl ,..., Y~} of output  symbols be charac- 
terized by the (n, m)-transition matrix. 
-~ ~ [q~k] (i ----- 1,..., n; h = 1 ..... m) with q~ >/0 ,  
~ qi~ = 1 (i = 1 ..... n). 
k=l  
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Assume that an arbitrary input probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion (Pl  ..... P~) ~ f'n 
induces the output  distr ibut ion (ql ,..., q,~) e _r'~. The  spaces of input and 
output  symbols can be considered as the space of values for discrete random 
variables ~ and r/, respectively, where the distr ibut ions of ~: and 7/are given by: 
P(~ = x~) = p,  (i = 1, 2,..., n), 
P(~ = Yk) = q~ = i P*q,~ (k = 1, 2,..., m), 
i=1 
e(~ = Yk ] ~ = x~) = q,k (i = 1, 2, . . . ,n;  k = 1, 2 ..... m), 
P(~ = x i ,  V = Y~) = ~rik (i = 1, 2,..., n; k = 1, 2 ..... m). 
DEFINITION 3. A sequence of functions J~: / '~  --* R (n = 2, 3,...) is said 
to satisfy the independence inequality if 
f l ,~(~rl, ,  ~rlz ,..., r r~;  ~rz,, rr~ ,..., ~r=,,;...; r r , , ,  ~ ,..., ~,n~) 
<~ J~(P lq l  , P~q~ ,..., PN,~; P~q~ , P=q~ ,..., pzq,d...; P~ql , P,~q~ .... , P~q~) 
for all n, m and for all (rr~,, ~rxe ,..., r r~;  r r~,  ~rze ,..., ~r~,~;...; r%1, r%~ ,..., rrnm )
/~tm • 
DEFINITION 4. The  fol lowing two propert ies of entropies are defined for a 
sequence of functions J~: / 'n - -+ R (n = 2, 3,...) for complete probabi l i ty  
distr ibut ions (cf. Aczdl and Dardczy, 1975). 
A.  Additivity. 
J,~m(PN1, Paq2 ,..., Plq,~; P2ql , P2q~ ,.-., P2q,~;...; P~ql , P,~q2 ,..., Pnq~) 
J , (P~ , P2 ,..., P , )  + J~(ql , qz .... , q~) 
for all n >~ 2, m ~ 2, (pl  , p~ .... , Pn) ~ In ,  (ql , q~ ,..., qm) ~ Fn~ " 
In  other words, this property  says that tile information obtained from two 
independent  experiments i the sum of the informations yielded by the individual 
experiments.  
B. Subadditivity. 
],~,(~11, 'h2 ..... ~1~; '~21, ~2~ .... , '~.~;..-; ~,1 ,  ~n2 ,..., ~,~)  
Jn 7r1~, 1r2~ .... , 7r~ 
k=l  k=l  
+fm ~ril , rriz ,..., ~r~m 
\ i=1  i= l  i= l  
for a l ln ~> 2, m ~> 2, ([rr11, 7tie,... , ~rln~; rrel , *r22,... , ~'2,~;...; ~'nl, 7%2,..., *r~) ~F~,~. 
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This property means that the information we get from two (not necessarily 
independent) experiments is not greater than the sum of the informations we get 
from the individual experiments. 
The additivity property can be written in the abbreviated form 
Also, since 
Jnm(Piqk) = Jn(P~) + Jm(q~). 
p i= £ Trik and q~ = i TriT~, 
k=l i=1 
therefore the subadditivity property can be stated in the abbreviated form 
J.~(~,~) <<- J.(p3 + Jm(q~). 
Hence, additivity and subadditivity imply 
Jn,~(~ik) ~ J~m(Piq~,), 
which is the abbreviated form of the independence inequality given in Defini- 
tion 3. In fact, the independence inequality states that the information we get 
from two experiments will be greatest when the two expreiments are independent. 
The following results emphasize the importance ofthe independence inequality 
and give different examples of probability distributions and channels for which 
this inequality is satisfied. We start by formally stating the above discussion. 
THEOREM 1. An additive sequence of functions J~:/ '~ --> R (n = 2, 3,..) 
is subadditive if and only if it satisfies the independence inequality. 
Proof. Using an abbreviated notation, we have the following. 
The additivity of Jn implies: 
J,,~(Piqk) = J,~(P,) + J~(q~). (1) 
The subadditivity implies: 
J,~(~ie) < J,(p,) + J~(q~). (2) 
And the independence inequality says: 
Jn,.(~,~) <~ J.~(p,q~). (3) 
As noticed before, the independence inequality is a consequence of additivity 
and subadditivity. Also, Eq. (1) together with the inequality (3) imply Eq. (2). 
The Shannon entropy, which is both additive and subadditive, (see, for 
example, Feinstein, 1958), clearly satisfies the independence inequality for any 
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probability distribution. All the other entropies (~H, H% ~.~H and H ~,e, at least 
for some ~, fi) will be shown to satisfy this inequality for some, but not all, 
probability distributions. If an entropy satisfies the independence inequality 
and is also additive, for some probability distributions, then, according to the 
above theorem, it will be subadditive as well for these probability distributions. 
It is also to be emphasized here that an entropy does not have to be additive 
or subadditive in order to satisfy the independence inequality (e.g., H ~ is sub- 
additive (Dardczy 1970), H is not, but see the following lemma). 
LEMMA 1. Let ~ ~ R, ~ =A 1. Then, for a given probability distribution, the 
independence inequality is either satisfied by both H a and ~H or is satisfied by neither. 
In other words, if H ~ satisfies the independence inequality for a certain probability 
distribution, then for the same distribution ~H also does, and vice versa. 
hoof. 
H~(pl,...,p~) = i~(Zp i  c~- 1),/z = (21-=- 1) -1, 
\ i  
~n(p l  ,..., p , )  =/2 .  log y ,p ,~, /2  = t/(1 - ~). 
i 
The independence inequality for H ~ says: 
i.e., 
E 7r~ ~ ~ 2 (1) iqk)c~ 
i,~ i,k 
And for ~H, the independence inequality gives: 
/2 log ~ ~'~ik ~</2 log Z (Pi%) ~ 
i,k i,k 
It is clear that the last two inequalities are equivalent (i.e., each one implies 
the other) since x --* log x is an increasing function and both/~ and/2 have the 
same sign at each value of a. 
In fact, the relation between H~(pl,..., p,~) and ~H(pl,... , p~) can be expressed 
in the form: 
i.e., 
I c~  mpl ..... =/2 og(1 
~H(p~ ..... p,~) = F (H~(p l , . . . ,p~) ) ,  
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where 
F(x) =/2  log(1 -5 (x/v)) ,
which is an increasing function of x. 
In the following propositions, it will be enough for us to prove (or disprove) 
the independence inequality for either H ~ or ,H,  and the proof for the other 
follows immediately by using the above lemma. (Usually, the proof for H"  will 
be given.) 
PROPOSITION 1. There exist ~, [3 and probability distributions uch that the 
entropies H% ~H, ~,~H, and H ~,~ do not satisfy the independence inequality. 
Proof. To prove this statement i is enough to give a counter example to this 
inequality. 
(i) H~: Let 
/* :=  (21-~ _ 1)-1, 
) Hnm(Trn ,..., 7r1~ .... ,7 rn l , . . . ,  "rgnm) = [£ ~ ik  - -  1 , 
i ,k  
H~,~(Plql ,..., Plq~;'"; P~ql ,"., P~q~) ~ 
iJc 
Leta -~2,  n =2=m,  pl =0.1 ,  P2 =0.9 .  
(0.02 0.08] 
(Tri~) = \0.27 0.63]' 
2 
ql = 2 ~'il = 0.02 -k 0.27 = 0.29, 
i=1 
2 
qz = ~ ~ri2 = 0.08 + 0.63 = 0.71 (= 1 - -  ql), 
i=1 
~', ~r~i~ = 0"022 + 0"082 + 0"272 -? 0"632 = 0.4766, 
i ,k  
2 = (0.12 + 0.92)(0.292 + 0.712) 0.4823. Z (Piq ) = Z p, Z q2 = 
i ,k  i k 
Since, for c~ = 2, tz = - -2 < O, therefore 
(ii) See Lemma 1. 
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(iii) ,.oH: The independence inequality, in this case, is equivalent to 
which implies 
1 log E~,,.. ~k  1 Ze,k (P~q~)= 
fi - -  ~ Zi,~ ~r~ ~< ~ log i,k Z~.~ (Pi%) ° ' 
Z, ,~ 7r~ Z~,~ (P~q~)~ for c~ > ft. (4) 
Z,.~ 7rBil~ >~ Zi .k  (Pi%) ° 
Let a = 2, fi = 1.5 and again use the previous probability distribution (of 
case (i)) to get 
,~% = 0.4766, ~ (p~qk) ~= 0.4823 as before, 
i , /~ i , /~ 
7riko = 0.021"5 + 0.08 l"a -q- 0.271"5 + 0.63 l"a = 0.666, 
i , k  
~ (p~qk)~ = (~pf l ) (~ q~fl) = (O.11"5 + O.91"5)(O.291"a + 0.71"5) -= 0.670. 
i , lc x i / \  k 
/ 
/~  0 0.4766/0.666 0.7t55. LHS of Eq. (4) = ~ ~ik ~ik = =
i , k  i,tz 1 - -  
RHS of Eq. (4) = ~ (piql~)~/~ (p~qk) ~ = 0.4823/0.670 = 0.72 > LHS. 
i , k  i,tc 
(iv) H='°: The independence inequality is equivalent to: 
1 ~ 1 
21-~ _ 21-0 ~ (Trik - -  7riB/c) ~ 21-~ _ 21-0 2 ((P~qk) ~' - -  (Piqk)S) • (5) 
i,l~ i,tc 
Considering the same values of a and fi as in (iii), and the same probability 
distribution (which is the same as in (i)), we get 
1 
21_~, _ 21_ 0 < O, 
(~-i%- ~r~7~) = 0.4766 -- 0.666 = --0.1894, 
i ,k .  
~, ((p~q~)~ -- (piq~) B) = 0.4823 -- 0.670 = --0.1877, 
i,7~ 
and again we see that the independence inequality is not satisfied. 
Remark. In fact, Proposition 1 for the entropies ~H (and thus also, by 
Lemma 1, for H a) with any ~ follows from Theorem 1 and from R6nyi's counter- 
examples (R~nyi, 1970)) to the subadditivity of these entropies. 
643/35/3-5 
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Let us now give an example of a class of probability distribution for which 
the entropies ~H and H a (a ~ 0, a # 1) do satisfy the independence inequality. 
Later, this example will be generalized to a more general class of probability 
distributions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the doubly uniform probability distribution 
where 
and let 
Then, 
(q i~)  -~- 
'-1 P P "" P -~ 
- -P  n - -1  n - -1  "'" n - - f  
P p 
1- -p  n - -1  n - -1  
P P 1 - -p  P 
n - -1  n - -1  n - -1  
P 
P ... P 1 - -p l  
~_n-  1 n -  1 -)(.,n) 
0~<p~l ,  
1 
P i  = - for all i. 
n 
1 
"rrik = P iq i l~ = n q ik  , 
q ~ --~ = - q i z: ~ - 
i=1 /It ~n~ i=1 
1 1 1 
_ o - -  Piq~ = n n n 2 for all i, k. 
For H% the independence inequality says: 
i.e., 
1 
2 *-~ - -  1 
1) 1 ) 
zr i~-  ~ 21-~ ' -  1" (piq~) ~-  1 , 
7r. ~ ~ ~ t~" ~ (P~qk) ~, (6) 
i,lc i , k  
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where 
Let 
Then 
/* = (21 -= --  1) -1. 
Z,.k (P'q~)= = Z,.e -~-  = n2 " -~U = (n2) ~-~' = (nl-~) 2, 
i ,k  i,l~ i,l~ 
p 
=ln  ~ n(1- -p)~+n(n--  1) (n - - l )  ~ 
= nl-~((1 - -  p)~ + p~(n --  1)1-c~). 
f (p )  :=  (1 - -p )~ + p~(n --  1) 1-~. 
f ' (p )  = ~(1 --  p)~-I .  --1 + o~p~-l(n --  1)1-% 
f " (p )  = ~(a-  1)[(1 --p)~-2 + (n --  1)1-~ "p~-~], 
f ' (p )  = 0 if and only if (1 - -  p)~-i = p~-a(n _ 1)~-~ 
[p  ~-1  
<*\~- -~!  =(n - - l )  * - l -~ l_pp  - -n - -1  
n - -1  
n 
i .e . , f  (p) has a critical point atpc = (n --  1)In andf(pc)  = n 1-~. 
(i) I f  0 ~ ~ < 1, then/z > 0 and Pe is a maximum point ( f " (pc )  < 0). 
Thus, the inequality (6), which is equivalent to 
is satisfied. 
(ii) I f  ~ > 1, then/~ < 0 andp,  is a minimum point, and again Eq. (6) is 
satisfied. 
Hence, Eq. (6) is always true for all c¢ >~ 0, o~ :/: 1, which was to be shown. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The independence inequality is satisfied by the following set 
of entropies: 
E 
[ (i)-- H% c~>~O,~=/=l 
E~[(i i)  ~H, ~>/O,c~@ 1 
[(iii)--~,~g, 0~< 1 <f l  
E~[(iv) H ~,~, O~c~< 1 <t3  
(o rO~<f i< l  <c  0 
(orO ~<~ < 1 < ~) 
for all probabilities that give rise to an equiprobable "output" distribution 
(qk = 1/m, k = 1, 2,..., m). 
Proof. 
(i) H a : 
(a) Let 0 ~ a < 1. Thusl/~ ~-- 1/(21-~ --  1) > 0. 
m ~ -~ qi~ ~ qilc for all i = 1, 2 n, 
(by the concavity of the function x --~ x% 0 ~ ~ < 1). Since ~k qi~ ---- 1,  
i = 1, 2,..., n, therefore 
Zqi% ~m =ZqT~ ~ 
le k 
for all i. 
Multiplying by pi a and summing over i, we get 
~Pia~ q iak ~ ~P in 2 qk ~, 
i k i k 
Z (Piq,~) ~ 4 Y (p+)a, 
i,le i,k 
which is the independence inequality for H a. 
(b) Let a > 1. Thus,/~ < 0, and now we get 
qi% >~ ~ qk ~ Vi, 
Z (P,q,~)~ >/Z  (Piq,~)% 
i,k i,k 
1) 
\i,/¢ \ i , k  
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(ii) 
(iii) 
See Lemma 1. 
~,oH: 
i,7c i,7c 
fi > 1 ::>- ~ t~ 
i,lc i,l~ 
~'~i,/c 7r~k 
i,k ik 
_ log 
Zi,~ (Piq~) ~ 
- -  ~ ~i ,k  (PiqTY ' 
Zi ,~ (Piqk) ~ 
log ~"~,7~ (Piqk) ~ ' 
(iv) H~'°: 
i,Ic i,tz 
i,/c i,/~ 
Z (=i% - < Z ((m,3 
i,t~ i , k  
~ (rt~% - -  ~k)  ~ ~" Z ((P~qT~)  - -  (P,qk) ~) 
i , k  i,te 
where 3 = (21-~ - -  21-°) -1. 
Remark 1. The class of probabilities discussed in Example 1 is a subclass 
of the probabilities considered in the above proposition, in which no condition 
on the " input" probabilities (Pi) or the conditional probabilities (qi~) is assumed. 
In fact, this proposition involves, among others, all channels which are uniform 
from the output (i.e., the columns of the transition matrix are permutations of 
the same set of n numbers). In such channels, a uniform input probability 
distribution (pi = l[n; i = l, 2,..., n) results in a uniform output probability 
distribution (q~ = l/m; k = 1, 2,..., m), because qT~ = ~2~ P~qi1~ = ( l /n )~ i  qi~ = 
(l/n) • (n/m) = (l/m). The previously mentioned example represented a channel 
which is uniform both from the output and the input (doubly uniform). The next 
proposition deals with channels that are uniform from the input (i.e., the rows 
of the transition matrix are permutations of the same set of m numbers). 
Remark 2. Neither of the following entropies satisfies the independence 
inequality for all probabilities yielding a uniform "output" distribution (q~ = 
l /m, k = 1, 2,..., m): 
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(i) H% a < 0; 
(ii) ~H, a < O; 
(iii) ~,~H, a<O~<f i< l  (o r f i<O~<a<l )  
or a~<0<f i< l  (orfl ~<0 <~ < 1); 
(iv) g~,~, ~<0~</~<1 (fl <0~<~<1)  
or ~<0<f i< l  ( f i~<0<~< 1). 
The proof goes along lines similar to those of the proof of the proposition, 
and we only remark that for ~ < 0, the function x -+ x ~ is convex ((x ~)" = 
~(~ - -  1) x ~-~ > 0) and we have (with q;% = 1/m for all k): 
qi~ ~ ~ q;%~ Vi = 1, 2 ..... n. 
Also, since the (cq t3) entropies (~,~H and H ~,~) are defined for a =/: fl, we should 
note that, if a = 0 is included; then fi = 0 should be excluded and vice versa. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let the rows of the probability matrix (qi;%)~.,~ bepermutations 
of the same set of m numbers. Then the following entropies atisfy the independence 
inequality. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof. 
H% ~/> 0, a @ 1; 
~H, a>/0 ,~@ 1; 
~.BH, o~<o,<]<~ (0~/3<1<.) ;  
H ~x, 0~<~<1</3  (0~</3<1<~) .  
?r~ C¢ Let such a set of m numbers be (a 1 , a2,..., a~), and let ~z=l a~ = A. 
Zq~;% = ~ az~ = A, i = 1, 2,..., n; 
;% /=1 
Z Z p,G = Z Y~p,G = Z p~ A = A; 
;% J J ;% J 
For 0 ~< a < 1, 
Y~ q,5o = X E p~G,  i = 1, 2,..., n; 
;% k j 
(Z )'Z 
;% J \ J / ;% 
~ qi~ < ~ q2 0~<a<l .  
k ;% 
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Then the proofs of both (i) and (ii) can be completed as in the previous proposi- 
tion. 
Also, for ]3 > 1, we conclude: ~,~ q~7~ ~ q~, which leads to: ~i,e 7ri~ 
~i,~ (Piq~) B, and again the proofs of both (iii) and (iv) can be completed as was 
done in the previous proposition. 
We can easily prove the following remark. 
Remark 1. Neither of the following entropies satisfies the independence 
inequality, when the rows of the probability matrix (q~k)n,~ are permutations of
the same set of m numbers: 
(i) H% ~ < 0, 
(ii) ~H, a < 0, 
(iii) ,.~H, c~ < 0 ~/3  < 1, 
or c~<O<f l< l ,  
(iv) H% ~<0~<5<1,  
or ~<0<f l< l .  
Remark 2. We notice that, in the proof of the above proposition, the row- 
permutation property of the matrix (qi~) (i.e., the rows are permutations of the 
same set of numbers) was only useful in getting the equation 
E qi~ = A "Const." for all i = 1, 2,..., n 
k 
(and later, ~]~ q~k = Const.; i = 1, 2,..., n). 
In fact, all of the proof (of (i) and (ii) in particular) remains true for any 
conditional probability distribution (qik) which satisfies the above equation, but 
not necessarily the row-permutation property. Later we will elaborate on such 
distributions and their existence. In other words, the above proposition can be 
generalized for parts (i) and (ii) to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let ~ >/0, a =/= 1. I f  the elements of the conditionalprobability 
matrix (qik) .... satisfy the equation ~-~=1 q~~ ~ A for all i -~- 1, 2,..., n, where A 
is some constant, then the entropies ~H and H a satisfy the independence inequality. 
For every given a (c~ >/0,  ~ ~ 1) there exists an infinite number of condi- 
tional probability distributions, each of which satisfies the above equation, and 
which can be found as follows. For Yk >/0,  k = 1,..., m~.,k~_~y~ ~- i, the 
function g(Yl , ~ ~ ~-1 ~ Y2,..., Y~-~) :=  f(Y~ ..... Y~) :=  ~=~ Yz  = ~=~ Yk -t- y~ 
~21~=1 Y~ -k (1 - -~1 y~)~ represents a continuous urface "S",  in the m-di- 
mensional space. 
The function 
f(Y~ ..... Y,~) = ~ YZ, 
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under the condition ~kYk ---- 1, has a maximum and a minimum which are, 
respectively, given by 
f ~- fmax(Yx ,..., Ym) = max(l, m 1-~) 
and 
f ~ fmin(Yx ,..., Ym) = min(1, ml-~). 
(For example, if 0 ~ a < 1, then f = m 1-~ (corresponding to the uniform 
distributiony~ ---- l/m, k ~ 1,..., m) andf  = 1). This can be easily shown using, 
for example, the Lagrangian method, or by just partially differentiating the 
function 
f (Y l ' " "Ym)  ~- k=X~" Yk°~-~ \ l  -- k~=lY~) 
w.r.t, the individual elements Yk; also, this is clear from the maximality and the 
nonnegativity of Rrnyi entropies. Hence, the function g has a max ~ ---- f and 
a minff = j~ The intersection of the surface S with the plane g(Yl,..., Ym-1) = A, 
whereg < A < ~ gives a curve (whose projection on the planeg = 0 is a curve) 
with art infinite number of points, each having (m --  1) coordinates (Yl ,..., Y~-I). 
Choose any n of these points (possibly with repetitions) and let the coordinates 
of the jth point (where j = 1, 2,..., n) be called (qJ.l ,..-, qJ,~-l), i.e., the n points 
are (qll ,..., ql,m-1), (q21 ,..., q2,m-1),..., (qnl ,..., q,,~-l). 
(Note: In the previous proposition these points are chosen so that the n-tuples 
(qil ,..., qim), i ~- 1, 2,..., n are symmetric, i.e., the coordinates are permutations 
of the same set of numbers). 
Now, the elements of the (n, m)-matrix (qJk)~,~ where 
qn--1 
q j .~= l - -  ~ q~.k, j~-  I ..... n 
k=l  
m c~ satisfy the condition Z~=I qjk ~ A, j = 1, 2,..., n, and for all probability 
matrices (q~k)n.m chosen in such a way, the independence inequality is satisfied 
by the entropies ~H and H ~. 
In Proposition 2 we considered the case where the "output" distribution 
(q~, k ~- 1, 2 , . ,  m) is uniform. Now, we will consider the case of a uniform 
"input" distribution (Pi = l/n, i -~ 1, 2 ..... n) and will see that the same set 
of entropies will also satisfy the independence inequality. 
PROPCSlTION 5. The independence inequality is satisfied by the set E of entropies 
(defined in Proposition 2) if the (input)probability distribution (Pi , i = 1, 2,..., n) 
is uniform. 
Proof. Let 
L := F, (P ,q~;  = q~.~, 
i,k i,k 
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R :~- 2 (piqlc)a : (!)a2q?c:~ : (!)°:" n2qtc a 
i,1¢ ida ?e 
(a) For 0 ~ ~ < 1: 
nqi~ >~ . ~q i~,  
~ q~~ ~< n >~ qi~ , 
i 
• 
i,~ /c 
Hence, L ~ R and, since (for 0 ~ ~ < 1) 1 --  ~ > 0 and /~ > 0 (where 
/* = ( 2*-~ -- 1)-*), therefore the independence inequality is satisfied by ~H and 
H a . 
(b) For ~ > 1:1 --  ~ < 0,/~ < 0, andL  > R; and again the inequality 
in question is satisfied. Thus, the proof for the set E 1 (defined in Proposition 2) 
is completed. The proof for the set Ez is similar to that in Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY. The independence inequality is satisfied by the set E of entropies if 
the joint probability distribution (~rik , i : 1, 2,..., n; k ---- 1, 2,..., m) is uniform. 
Proof. A uniform joint probability distribution (~ri7 ~= (1/nm) W, k) results 
in an equiprobable (Pi) distribution. 
Pi :~v iT~ : : m ' - - - -  
7~=1 nm 
1 _ I_W" 
11m n 
The following statement can be considered as a corollary to any of the Propo- 
sitions 2 and 3. 
COROLLARY. J [ f  the conditional probability distribution (qil~, i = 1, 2,..., n; 
k ----- 1, 2 , . ,  m) is uniform, then the set E of entropies satisfies the independence 
inequality. 
Proof. It is clear that the row-permutation property of the matrix (qiT~).,m is 
satisfied. Also, 
i / / m -m .P~=m" 
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We can summarize the cases, we have discussed, in which the independence 
inequality is satisfied by the entropies H% ~H, ~,BH and H ~,B in the following 
theorem. 
TI~EOREM 2. 
entropies: 
(i) H% 
(ii) ~H, 
(iii) ~,~H, 
(iv) H ~x, 
The independence inequality is satisfied by the following set of 
.~>0,  o~ 1; 
~>/0 ,~@1;  
5>1>~>0(or~>1 >5>0); 
f i>  1 >~>O(ora> 1 >f l />O) ;  
i f  any of the following conditions is satisfied: 
1. The (input) probability distribution (Pi, i = 1, 2,..., n) is uniform (in 
particular, i f  the joint probability distribution (Trik , i = 1, 2,..., n; k = 1, 2 , . ,  m) 
is uniform). 
2. The (output) probability distribution (q~, k = 1, 2,..., m) is uniform 
(in particular, if the conditional probability distribution (qi~, i = 1, 2,..., n; 
is uniform). 
3. The conditional probability matrix (qik)~.~ has the row-permutation 
property. 
Furthermore, if there exists a constant A such that 
~q~=A for all i=  1,2,...,n, 
k=l  
where ~ >/O, a :# 1, then the entropies (i) and (ii) also satisfy the independence 
inequality. 
COROLLARY. The additive entropies 
(i) ~e, ~>0, ,~ 1 
and 
(ii) ~,,~H, 0~cx< 1 <t3 
are subadditive for any of the probability distributions mentioned in the above 
theorem. 
Proof. It is known that the entropies ~H and ~,eH are additive (see, for 
example, Acz61 and Dar6czy, 1975). Thus for any of the probability distributions 
of the above theorem, the entropies (i) and (ii) are both additive and satisfy the 
independence inequality, and hence, by Theorem 1, they are also subadditive. 
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